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Products Liability Law Daily Wrap Up, EXPERT EVIDENCE—AIRCRAFT
AND WATERCRAFT—D.S.C.: Qualified expert’s alternative PWC warnings
unreliable; alternative design testimony admitted, (Aug. 1, 2016)
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Although qualified to testify with respect to the adequacy of passenger seat warnings provided by a personal
watercraft/jet ski manufacturers, the expert’s testimony was inadmissible because his proposed alternative
warning system was not based on sufficient facts or data nor was it the result of reliable research, studies or
testing, the federal trial court in South Carolina ruled. However, the expert’s testimony on the feasibility of an
alternative passenger seat design was based on reliable testing methods including computer simulations and
"substantially similar" water testing (Hickerson v. Yamaha Motor Corp., U.S.A., July 29, 2016, Childs, J.).

A passenger who was riding behind the driver of a personal watercraft (PWC), designed, manufactured, and
distributed by Yamaha Motor Corp., U.S.A. and Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd., was seriously injured in an accident
that occurred when the minor child operating the PWC came to a stop and then began to accelerate. The
acceleration caused the passenger to slide off the seat and fall directly behind the PWC in close proximity to
the jet thrust of the drive propulsion system. The passenger filed a products liability action against the PWC
manufacturers, alleging that the watercraft was defective and unreasonably dangerous for its intended use and
that the warning labels on the passenger seat were inadequate. Pending before the court are the manufacturers’
motions to exclude the passenger’s design and warnings expert. The motions were granted in part and denied in
part.

Qualifications. Based on the expert’s education and background, which included a Ph.D. in Mechanical
Engineering, with specializations in accident investigation, failure analysis, safe product design, computer
simulation, and 3D-visualization, when combined with additional experience and/or post graduate training in
defect and failure analysis of automotive components, the court concluded that he was more than qualified to
develop and issue the type of warnings opinions he proffered in this case. The fact that he was not a human
factors or warnings expert did not mean that he had no specialized knowledge to offer with regard to the
passenger’s allegations that the PWC’s passenger seat warnings were not adequate.

Alternative warnings. The court agreed with the manufacturer’s argument that the expert’s proffered testimony
regarding alternative placement and content for the passenger seat warning label was not reliable. The expert
stated that he reviewed the product’s warning and placement and reviewed both with another expert who holds
a Ph.D. in industrial engineering. The proffered expert apparently relied on an affidavit provided by another
expert in a separate products liability case challenging the adequacy of a PWC warning. The expert never tested
his proposed alternative warning system, nor did he cite to specific, relevant research or studies to support
his proposed warnings system or his opinion that the warnings provided were inadequate and insufficient. In
addition, the expert admitted that he did not feel qualified to author a warning from start to finish, that he had
never authored any articles on warnings, and that he knew of no other PWC manufacturer that provided a
warning on the seat similar to the one he had proposed.

Alternative design. However, the water testing and computer simulations used by the expert to form his
opinions regarding the availability of an alternative design were reliable and, therefore, admissible. The
conditions under which the expert conducted his water testing were substantially similar to the factual
circumstances of the case at bar. To the extent that there were any differences between the two, they were not
important enough to sustain the manufacturers’ challenge to the expert’s testimony and the manufacturers could
highlight those differences for the jury.
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With regard to the computer simulations conducted by the expert, the court pointed out that, generally, courts
have treated computer simulations as a form of scientific evidence that must be authenticated. In this case, the
expert relied on expert programming assistance to complete his simulations and was in a position to authenticate
the simulation himself given his extensive involvement in the simulation design.

With regard to the reliability of the simulation, the manufacturers argued that the model seats were treated
as rigid objects and did not reflect a human sitting on the actual seat. The manufacturer also challenged
discrepancies between the horizontal forces applied in the simulation and those applied during the expert’s
water testing. However, the expert adequately explained his modeling of the seat and the absence of human
interaction as relevant to the intended purpose of the simulation. In addition, the expert relied on respectable
models and methods in designing the simulation and provided a reasonable explanation for the discrepancies
between the simulation and the water testing. Thus, the simulation was reliable for the purposes for which it was
used.
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